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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
Board of Regents' Meeting 
The official minutes of the September 16, 2003, Board of Regents Meeting. 
The Regular Meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was called to 
order by Chair Incamati at 12:09 p.m. in Room 201, Welch Hall, Ypsilanti, Michigan. 
Chairman Incamati asked Secretary Aymond for an attendance call. 
The Board Members present were: 
Chairman Philip Incamati 
Vice Chair Rosalind Griffin 
Regent Joseph Antonini 
Regent Jan Brandon 
Regent Steven Gordon 
Regent Michael Morris 
Regent Sharon Rothwell 
Regent Karen Valvo 
Members of the Administration present were: 
President Samuel Kirkpatrick 
Interim Vice President John Beaghan 
Vice President Courtney McAnuff 
Vice President Juanita Reid 
Vice President Paul Schollaert 
Vice President Stuart Stamer 
Vice President Jim Vick 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Secretary Aymond announced there were two requests to address the Board, and, abiding by 
the Board guidelines, 15 minutes would be allowed for each speaker. 
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Susan Manney, the Community Outreach Coordinator for Family Life Services, introduced 
the program outline of Family Life Services and spoke of the support services available at the 
center. 
Dan Hunter, a local resident and a director of the EMU Alumni Association, spoke about the 
need of an audit to research the building of the University House. 
The Communications portion of the agenda concluded at 12:27 p.m. 
The Board recessed for lunch. 
The Regular Meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was reconvened 
at 1 :37 p.m. and an attendance roll call was taken. 
The Board Members present were: 
Chairman Philip Incamati 
Vice Chair Rosalind Griffin 
Regent Joseph Antonini 
Regent Jan Brandon 
Regent Michael Morris 
Regent Sharon Rothwell 
Regent Karen Valvo 
The Board Member absent was: 
Regent Steven Gordon 
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.6146M RESOLUTION: to recognize Cultural Heritage Months 
Regent Morris moved and Regent Griffin seconded to support the Resolution for 
Cultural Heritage Months. 
WHEREAS, Eastern Michigan University recognizes that respect for cultural 
differences is important, and seeks to demonstrate an appreciation of human diversity by 
providing an atmosphere of mutual respect through its programs and activities; and 
WHEREAS, Eastern Michigan University continues to be cited for its commitment 
to campus diversity in the annual "America's Best Colleges" published by U.S. News and 
World Report as a place where students can learn from others whose backgrounds are 
different from their own; and 
WHEREAS, African American, Hispanic American and Native American people 
have all distinguished themselves, have made significant contributions to the history of 
the state of Michigan and the United States, and continue to enrich our nation 
intellectually, socially and culturally; and 
WHEREAS, Congress has established September 15 through October 15 as 
National Hispanic Heritage Month in recognition of the contributions and achievements 
of Hispanic people; and 
WHEREAS, the month of November has historically been designated as National 
Native American History Month, Eastern Michigan University will celebrate the month 
with an array of campus programs, as well as host the eleventh annual Traditional Pow 
Wow October 11 and 12, 2003; and 
WHEREAS, the President of the United States has traditionally designated the 
month of February as Black History Month, African Americans and other members of the 
Eastern Michigan University community will host a variety of activities and programs; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University 
Board of Regents calls upon the Eastern Michigan University community to join the 
President of the United States, the Governor of the great State of Michigan and 
communities across the Nation in recognizing the many contributions made by African 
Americans, Hispanic Americans and Native Americans to our state and to our nation by 
honoring these observances through participation in these programs, ceremonies and 
activities, and by dedicating themselves to the pursuit of equality. 
Motion Carried. 
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.6147M RESOLUTION: Men's Baseball Team 
Mid-American Conference Champions 
Regent Rothwell recommended and Regent Brandon seconded the Resolution. 
Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Baseball team compiled a record of 33-28 overall, 16-
11 in the Mid-American Conference and won its third Mid-American Conference Tournament 
Championship in school history; and 
Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Baseball team's MAC Tournament Championship 
earned an NCAA tournament berth in the Lincoln, !\ebraska regional, the first NCAA appearance 
for the Eagles since 1982; and 
Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Baseball team was the lowest seed in MAC 
tournament history to \vin the title and was just the second team to lose its first game of the 
tournament and come back to win the title; and 
Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Baseball team earned its fifth conference title and its 
sixth NCAA berth; and 
\Vhereas, the Eastern Michigan University baseball players Brian Bixler and Ryan Goleski were 
named pre-season All-Americans for the 2003 season following their All-
Arnerican honors in the 2002 season; and 
Whereas, sophomore Brian Bixler was named second team All-Mid American Conference; and 
Whereas, sophomore Brian Bixler, junior Derrick Peterson, and senior Dale Hayes \Vere all 
named to the All-Tournament team for the 2003 MAC Baseball Championships and Bixler was 
named the tournament's Most Valuable Player; and 
Whereas, junior Ryan Goleski was named to the All-Regional team at the Lincoln Regionals in 
the NCAA Tournament; and 
Whereas.junior Ryan Ford and senior Jesse Cogs\,..·ell were named to the MAC All-Academic 
team; and 
Whereas, freshman Trevor Carpenter (March 30, 2003) and senior Anthony Tomey (April 21, 
2003) were named MAC West Division Pitchers of the Week and sophomore Ryan Arnett 
(March 23, 2003) and junior Derrick Peterson (February 24, 2003) were named MAC West 
Division Players of the \Veek; and 
Whereas.junior Ryan Goleski set the Eastern Michigan and Mid-American Conference home run 
record for a career by hitting 51 home runs. He also set the El\fU career record with 167 runs 
baned in during his three-year career (2000-02); and 
Whereas.junior Ryan Goleski was drafted in the 241h round by the Cleveland Indians and senior 
Anthony Tomey was drafted in the 301h round by the Detroit Tigers in the 2003 Maj or League 
Baseball Draft; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents 
congratulates the Baseball Team for its success and commends the team for the honor and 
distinction they have brought themselves and Eastern Michigan University. 
Motion Carried. 
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.6148M RESOLUTION: for Women's Track 
Regent Brandon moved and Regent Antonini seconded the motion to support the 
Resolution for the Women's Track Team. 
Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Women's Track team directed by Head Coach 
Bob Maybouer and Assistant Coach Steve Lewis, won its I I th Mid-American Conference 
Outdoor Track Championship with a total of 117 .5 points in the meet held May 15-17, 
2003 at Central Michigan University in Mt. Pleasant; and 
Whereas, Brit Klanert won the javelin title and the 4 x 100-meter relay team of Shakera 
Pinto, Chivaun Bartley, Eboni Jenkins and Patrice Beasley won a championship at the 
l'v1AC Championships; and 
Whereas, the Eagles received runner-up finishes in the MAC Championships from Sara 
Debruyn in the 1500 meters, Lisa Cowdrey in the high jump, Ronique Keane-Da\ves in 
the 400-meter intermediate hurdles and the 4 x 400-meter relay team of Jewell Walters, 
Keane-Dawes, Chrystal Dooley and Brian Waters; and 
Whereas, the EMU Women's Track team tied for eighth at the inaugural NCAA Regional 
Championships at Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio May 30-31, 2003; and 
Whereas, Chrystal Dooley won the 400-meter intermediate hurdles championship at the 
NCAA Regional Championships; and 
Whereas, the EMU women received runners-up finishes in the NCAA Regional 
Championships from Brit Klanert in the javelin and Ronique Keane-Dawes in the 400-
meter intermediate hurdles; and 
Whereas, the EMU Women's Track team finished tied for 43rd at the 2003 NCAA 
Outdoor Championships, June 11-14, 2003 in Sacramento, California; and 
Whereas, Brit Klanert earned All-American honors with a fourth-place finish in the 
javelin throw at the 2003 NCAA Championships; and 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents 
congratulates the Women's Track Team for its success and commends the team for the 
honor and distinction they have brought themselves and Eastern Michigan University. 
Motion Carried. 
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.6149M RESOLUTION: For WEMU -Jazz Station of the Year 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded to support the Resolution for 
WEMU. 
WEMU STATION OF THE YEAR 
WHEREAS, WEMU-FM is the public radio station at Eastern Michigan University; 
and 
WHEREAS, WEMU was named Station of the Year in the small market category 
at the JazzWeek Summit held in Rochester, New York, in June; and 
WHEREAS, Linda Yohn, music director at WEMU, was named Music Director of 
the Year in the small market category at the JazzWeek Summit; and 
WHEREAS, JazzWeek is the definitive Jazz and Smooth Jazz national radio 
airplay chart; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Regents congratulate? 
Art Timko, Station Manager at WEMU, Linda Yohn, and all of the staff for the 
honor and distinction they have brought themselves and Eastern Michigan 
University. 
Motion Carried. 
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.6150M MINUTES OF THE JUNE 17, 2003, BOARD MEETING 
Regent Griffin moved and Regent Antonini seconded to approve the minutes of the 
June 25, 2002 Board Meeting. 
Motion Carried. 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
One of the best months of the academic year is September, when the campus-although active 
during the summer months with classes, a large enrollment increase and 35 summer camps-
seems to be alive with energy that only the beginning of the fall semester can bring. This is an 
exciting time on campus, with many new exciting things happening. 
\Ve start the year with the largest class of new students in the history of the University. 
More than 2, 750 freshmen, 1,808 transfer students (the highest in a decade) and 1,325 graduate 
students comprise the ne\v class. Our freshmen also set a record for being one of the most 
academically talented, with the percentage of students having an entering GPA of 3.5 and 
above, up 16 percent. Overall enrollment is very near reaching an historic high for EMU; to 
date it has increased 4 percent in headcount and nearly 2 percent in credit hour registration. 
Kudos to our Enrollment Services Division, University Marketing and Communications and all 
the faculty and staf[\vho worked so very hard to attract, recruit and enroll these students. 
With record numbers of new students enrolling, it follo\vs that our expanding Commuter 
Orientation would attract record numbers of students and that FUSION, our freshman 
orientation program, also would set attendance records. First year students participated in the 
three-day program, spending time in small-group sessions learning ho\v to manage their time, 
study effectively and use the University's vast net\vork of student-support services and 
technological innovations to ensure that they succeed at EMU. A record number of more than 
600 current students and community volunteers helped more than 1,400 resident hall students 
move-in during a five-hour period. 
Orientation-\vhich took place over the Labor Day weekend-<lepends on hundreds of 
volunteers to make it work, including many faculty and staff ,vho assisted Dining Sen·ices in 
serving 7,000 lunches and 3,000 hotdogs. Each volunteer is a great representative of EMU, but 
none are more enthusiastic than the 0-team, a group of current students who serve as group 
leaders and mentors. They work from da,vn to dusk to do whatever it takes to acclimate new 
students to Eastern. 
I am especially proud that our Orientation program introduces students to the University's 
expectation that cornrnunity service is a critical component of their development as good 
citizens. Again this year, more than 200 Orientation students participated in the Community 
Plunge and did volunteer work throughout the cornrnunity. 
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Our first-year students are not the only firsts on campus. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The start of the fall semester saw our first classes offered at EMU-Brighton. The center 
will be officially dedicated October 1, but staff already is working hard to deliver 
programs that will meet the needs of this very important, underserved and gro\ving 
market area. 
For the first time at EMU we have an identification card that can track meal contracts, 
access campus services and be used as a debit card on- and off-campus. The EagleOne 
card allows students the choice of having their financial aid and other refunds directly 
deposited to their cards and available immediately for use. Issuing electronic refunds 
will save the University the cost of issuing thousands of checks each semester. 
Although the start-up had a few glitches, staff from EMU and our corporate partner, 
HigherOne, were able to resolve them in a matter of days. This is a bold technological 
innovation that clearly gives us a competitive advantage. 
EMU was also recognized for the first time in two national college guides. The 
University was named "A Best Midwestern College" in the Princeton Revie\v's, The 
Best Midwestern Colleges: 150 Great Schools to Consider, and was identified as being 
a "Best Value for the Tuition Dollar," in Kaplan's, The Unofficial. Unbiased Guide to 
the 328 Most Interesting Colleges. 
The number of external research proposals submitted by our faculty and their dollar . 
value, as well as the number of awards received and their dollar value, have hit an 
historic high, as is the case with the number of federal proposals submitted and 
awarded. 
As the result of strategic planning activities in Academic Affairs, a variety of proposals 
for new graduate programs and program revisions are underway. One exciting example 
is a new M.A. in Bioinformatics-an interdisciplinary program involving three colleges 
and five departments, planning for which was entirely funded by the Sloan Foundation. 
I am pleased to report that the Provost is proceeding with plans to form a new Center 
for Regional and National Security in the College of Technology. The Center will build 
on the \vork of our highly successful Police, Fire, Staff and Command program that has 
generated more than $400,000 in training grants each of the last several years. The 
Center will respond to educational and training issues raised by both the federal and 
state governments and will attract Homeland Security and private sector funding. 
Since the last Board meeting, we have held our first external and internal stakeholder 
focus group sessions to link continuous improvement, strategic planning and the new 
Baldrige-based model for regional accreditation. On campus, and in Romulus and 
Troy, we informed stakeholders about the Academic Quality Improvement Program 
(AQIP) and sought input on the most pressing opportunities for institutional 
improvement. 
• For the first time in its history, the University will host the Coalition of Urban and 
Metropolitan Universities' international conference, September 20 through the 23 at 
Eagle Crest. Now housed at EMU, the Coalition includes 69 member universities 
committed to the urban and metropolitan mission. 
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• 
• 
For this past academic year, EMU student athletes had their highest-ever academic 
ranking in the MAC, ranking second with an overall grade point average of 3.05. 
And finally, at your seats you will find the inaugural issue of our new university feature 
magazine, Exemplar. This magazine, for major donors and stakeholders, is the third 
publication in a family of new advancement communications under the direction of 
Kevin Merrill. Through e-Edge, a monthly electronic newsletter; The Edge, an alumni 
magazine published twice a year and Exemplar, the University is now communicating 
with alumni and friends in a much more timely and strategic manner. 
Individual and team kudos to: 
• Madonna Emond, a senior education major, who was named Miss Michigan and will 
represent the state in the Miss America pageant. 
• Roben Citino, an award-winning history professor at EMU, \vho was featured in the 
pilot for a new series on the History Channel called "Hard Target." Citino is one of the 
nation's recognized authorities on military operations in both world wars. 
• Michigan Supreme Court Justice Marilyn J. Kelly who was presented the State oflsrael 
Eleanor Roosevelt Humanitarian Award. Kelly, who received her B.A. degree from 
EMU, was honored for her outstanding service to the legal profession. 
• Gary Profit, deputy chief of the Anny Reserve, who earned a Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Economics from EMU, was promoted to brigadier general. 
• The Men's swim team which was named Academic All-America by the College 
Swimming Coaches Association of America. The team has won 23 MAC 
championships. 
II Natalie Hashimoto, a senior from Toronto, who was named the 2003 MAC Senior 
Gymnast of the Year, and the women's gymnastic team which was named Academic 
All-America by the National Association of Collegiate Gymnastic Coaches/Women. 
The team posted a combined 3 .57 GP A. 
Dates to remember: 
Today's official opening of University House, beginning at three o'clock, launches a robust 
schedule of special activities that will include events for Foundation Trustees, Lifetime Giving 
Society donors, annual donors, Golden Years alumni and the Heritage Society. We also have a 
host of events at various venues to which all are invited: 
• All campus picnic-September 17. This will serve as an informal kickoff for the 
annual faculty and staff giving program. 
• Campus master planning open meetings-September 18. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
State of the University Address and presentation of the inaugural group of!nstitutional 
Values Awards-September 26. 
Official opening of the Brighton Center-October 1 . 
Homecoming-October 4, with a weeklong schedule of more than 60 activities 
beginning September 28. 
Family Day and the Freshman Convocation of Excellence-October 11. This event 
also recognizes 10 Exceptional Educators-high school teachers and counselors chosen 
from a group of more than 800 candidates identified by incoming freshmen as educators 
who made a positive difference in their lives. 
These events, the accomplishments of individuals, and our historic "firsts" were all made 
possible by a climate of mutual support, good stewardship and a strong commitment to learning 
that is so characteristic of EMU. 
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.6151M TREASURER'S REPORT 
Section 1 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Treasurer's Report for 
the month of July 2003, be received and placed on file. 
Motion Carried . 
. 6152M INTERNAL AUDIT 
Section 2 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Internal Audit report 
for June through August 2003, be received and placed on file. 
Motion Carried. 
.6153M GRANTS/CONTRACTS 
Section 3 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that 107 grants and contracts 
totaling $4,314,760 for the period 6/1/03 through 8/31/03 be accepted. 
Motion Carried. 
.6154M CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS PROGRESS 
Section 4 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board receive and place 
on file the Construction Projects Progress Report for the period ending August 29, 2003. 
Motion Carried. 
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Name 
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astName 
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.6155M ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
Section 5 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Student Accounts 
Receivable Reports, and the Collection Agency Inventory as of August 31, 2003, be received 
and placed on file. 
Motion Carried . 
. 6156M REPORT: Information and Communications Technology 
Section 6 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin recommended that the Report on the 
progress ofICT Initiatives be accepted and placed on file. 
Motion Carried . 
. 6157M ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL 
APPOINTMENTS/TRANSFERS 
Section 7 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve one Administrative/Professional appointment and one transfer 
Administrative/Professional at the ranks, sal~ries and effective dates as shown. 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL HIRING REPORT 
First Name Race/Gender Rank Salary Department 
Monique BIF APIO $62288 Academic Human Reso 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL TRANSFERS 
First Name Race/Gender Rank Salary Department 
Behrooz W/M AP13a 94000 Industrial Technology 
Motion Carried. 
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.6158M FACULTY APPOINTMENTS 
Section 8 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve two new 
tenure-track appointments for the 2003-2004 academic year at the ranks, salaries, and 
effective dates shown. 
Jiang Lu, Professor in the Department of Human ,Environmental and Consumer Resources, 
effective August 27, 2003, at an academic year base salary of $50,000. 
Birong Ho, Assistant Professor in the Library effective August l, 2003 at an academic year 
base salary of $59,850. 
Motion Carried. 
.6159M FA CUL TY REAPPOINTMENTS 
Section 9 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the 
reappointment of 3 additional previously omitted probationary faculty members for the 2003-
2004 academic year. 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Name 
I Bilge, Barbara 
2 Kuehn, Kevin 
Rank 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
College of Health and Human Services 
Name Rank 
3 Ghosh, Subhas Professor 
Motion Carried. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Department 
Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology 
Biology 
Department 
Human, Environmental & Consumer Resources 
.6160M STAFF APPOINTMENTS 
Section 10 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve the 26 staff appointments for the period May 27, 2003 through September 2, 2003. 
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DAT!=· • .,cember 16, 2003 EASTERN' . UNIVERSITY .3E 1 
BOJ EPORT FOR: 09/16/03 STAFt . 'OINTMENTS APPOINTMENTS 
ALPt .. ~cTICAL LISTING WITHIN 
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN 
EMPLOYEE GROUP 
CLASS EFFECTIVE BASE 
NAME DEPARTMENT RANK JOB TITLE DATE SALARY %APPT RACE SEX REASON 
Human Resources Consultant -
Moher, Wendy Human Resources AP-09 Employee Relallons 09/02/03 $48,000 100 w F New Hire 
Intercollegiate Alhtellcs -
Scoll, Tracy Administration AP-09 Assistant Alhlellc Director - Compliance 06/16/03 $42,000 100 B F New Hire 
King, Scott lntercolleglate Athlellcs AC-14 Head Coach - Women's Golf 08/06/03 $36,000 100 w M New Hire 
Green, Mahogany tntercolleglate Athlellcs AC-12 Assistant Coach - Womens Basketball 07/09/03 $42,000 100 B F New Hire 
' .... 
Vi 
' 
Hollon, Larry Intercollegiate Alhlellcs AC-12 Assistant Coach - Football 08/13/03 $50,000 100 B M New Hire 
Gentlle, Melissa lntercolleglate Athletics AC-11 Assistant Coach - Womens Basketball 07/01/03 $28,870 100 w F New Hire 
Assistant Coach - Strength and 
Szerszen, Michael Intercollegiate Athletics AC-11 Condillonlng 07/07/03 $28,833 100 w M New Hire 
Dalley, Daniel Continuing Education Workforce PT-08 Workforce Education Speclallst 06/02/03 $39,000 100 w M New Hire 
Ellendula, Suchma ICT PT-08 Web AnalysUProgrammer I 08/04/03 $44,771 100 Al F New Hire 
Jackson,Juslln ICT PT-08 Enterprise Support Tech 07/01/03 $37,293 100 B M New Hire 
I 
-
°' I 
DATE , .c!mber 16, 2003 
BOA :PORT FOR: 09/16/03 
ALPt. rlCAL LISTING WITHIN 
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN 
EMPLOYEE GROUP 
DEPARTMENT 
CLASS 
EASTERN 'tv' 
STAFF 
RANK JOB TITLE 
UNIVERSITY 
)INTMENTS 
Powers, Catherine Continuing Education Workforce PT-08 Workforce Education Specialist 
Brokan, Caleb CE Administration PT-07 Coordinator Marketing and Events 
Davis-Green, Jacqueline CE - Reglonal Center - Jackson PT-07 CE Reglonal Manager 
lntercolleglate Athletlcs - Training 
Pohorence, Melissa Room PT-07 Assistant Athlellc Trainer 
Casanova, Shalonda Housing PT-06 Area Complex Director 
Eccles, Robert WE MU-FM PT-06 Radio Reporter/Announcer 
Flores, Angelica Parking & Paving PT-06 Supervisor Parking Operations 
Pearcy, Stephanie Housing PT-06 Area Complex Olreclor 
Schray, Healher Housing PT-06 Area Complex Olreclor 
Tabaczynskl, Alaina Biology PT-06 Research Assistanl 11 
EFFECTIVE BASE 
DATE SALARY %APPT 
06/02/03 $41,900 100 
07/01/03 $35,000 100 
07/14/03 $18,318 50 
08/04/03 $31, 151 100 
07/21/03 $29,089 100 
05/27/03 $31,638 100 
06/30/03 $29,870 100 
07/21/03 $29,089 100 
07/21/03 $29,089 100 
07/28/03 $14,500 50 
w 
w 
w 
w 
B 
w 
H 
w 
w 
w 
:;E 2 
At-, ..,1N I MENTS 
SEX REASON 
F New Hire 
M New Hire 
F New Hire 
F New Hire 
F New Hire 
M New Hire 
F New Hire 
F New Hire 
F New Hire 
F New Hire 
DAT~ ., . .imber 16, 2003 EASTERN~ IJNIVERSITY :.E 3 
BO/ EPORT FOR: 09/16/03 STAF, OINTMENTS A . .JIN I ·~•ENTS 
ALP . TICAL LISTING WITHIN 
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN 
EMPLOYEE GROUP 
CLASS EFFECTIVE BASE 
NAME DEPARTMENT RANK JOB TITLE DATE SALARY %APPT RACE SEX REASON 
Thompson, Gary Children's lnslilule PT-06 Teacher I 08/25/03 $27,089 100 w M New Hire 
Grissom, Michael Publlc Safety CS-05 Pollce Dispatcher 05/27/03 $26,118 100 w M New Hire 
Sociology, Anthropology, and 
Sprlnggay, Deedra Crlmlnology CS-05 Senior Secretary 08/04/03 $26,118 100 w F New Hire 
Berger, Julie History and Philosophy CS-04 Secretary II OB/04/03 $23, 113 100 w F New Hire 
I 
.... MI-SBTDC CS-04 Secrelary II OB/11/03 $23, 113 100 w F New Hire 
-...J Kerby, Sherrill 
I 
Workforce Education - Non-
Lee, Tiffani Credit Programs CS-04 Secretary II 08/05/03 $5,778 25 B F New Hire 
.6161M SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS 
Section 11 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve 44 
separations and retirements as shown on the following listings: 
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DATE· ..... 1ber 16, 2003 EASTERNM' JNIVERSITY E 1 
BOAF 'ORT FOR: 09/16103 SEPARATIC.. ~ETIREMENTS RETIREMENTS/ 
ALPHAoc flCAL LISTING WITHIN SEPARATIONS 
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN 
EMPLOYEE GROUP 
CLASS HIRE SEPARATION BASE % 
NAME DEPARTMENT RANK JOB TITLE DATE DATE SALARY APPT RACE SEX REASON 
Mason, Matlhew Eric History and Philosophy F-24 Assistant Professor 08/28/02 08/26/03 $44,300 100 w M Resigned 
Moore, Adam History and Philosophy F-24 Assistant Professor 08123/00 08/26/03 $44,730 100 w M Resigned 
Nelson, Michelle Art Department F-24 Assistant Professor 08/25/99 08131/03 $48,061 100 w F Resigned 
English Language & 
Saddlk, Annette J. Literature F-16 Associate Professor 08/26/98 08/30/03 $50,783 100 w F Resigned 
Young, Kenneth Accounting F-16 Associate Professor 09/02n5 09/01/03 $78,560 100 w M Retirement 
• ,_. 
\() 
I 
Barber, Laura Art Department l-16 Lecturer Ill 08/28/02 08/26/03 $27,000 100 Al F Resigned 
Sullivan, Gundel Art Department L-16 Lecturer I 05/05/97 08/26/03 $27,040 100 w F Not Reappointed 
Vice President for Business Vice President for Business 
Doyle, Patrick J. and Finance AP-15 and Finance 03/19(79 09/05103 $140,743 100 w M Retirement 
Brackenbury, Robert Legal Affairs AP-12 Assistant General Counsel 10/12192 06130/03 $78,000 100 w M Resigned 
Fleming, Thomas Academic Affairs AP-11 Assistant lo the Provost 09/01/93 07/01/03 $73,545 100 B M Retirement 
National Institute Consumer Director, National lnslilute 
Relchbach, Gwendolyn Education AP-11 For Consumer Education 09/03/74 06/30/03 $65,431 100 w F Retirement 
-DATE: .• ,oer 16, 2003 EASTERN Mir JNIVERSITY • ,E2 
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ALPH. CAL LISTING WITHIN SEPARATIONS 
CLASSlr1~ATION LEVEL WITHIN CLASS HIRE SEPARATION BASE % EMPLOYEE GROUP 
NAME DEPARTMENT RANK JOB TITLE DATE DATE SALARY APPT RACE SEX REASON 
Administrative Assistant to 
Ristau, Lori Academic Affairs AP-09 the Provost 10/01/81 07/01/03 $50,957 100 w F At-Will 
Intercollegiate Athlellcs Head Coach 
Sullivan, Charles Womens Crew AC-15 (Swlm/Gym/Wres/Soccer) 08/10/00 06/30/03 $38,483 100 w M Assignment Ended 
lntercolleglate Athletics 
Mauntler, James Womens Golf AC-14 Head Coach 12117/99 07/01/03 $34,819 100 w M Resigned 
lntercolleglale Athletlcs Mens Assist Head Coach (Fib/Mn-
Alamar, Peter Alexander Football AC-13 Wm Basketbl) 12/20/99 06/07/03 $74,500 100 H M Resigned 
lntercolleglate Athletics Assistant Coach (Ftbl/Mn-
Jlnson, Steven Womens Basketball AC-12 Wm Basketbl) 09/19/02 06/20/03 $40,945 100 e M Resigned 
I 
N 
0 
I Intercollegiate Athlellcs Assistant Coach (Sftb, 
Fenton, Megan E. Womens Gymnastics AC-11 Cc/Trk, Vol, Bsb) 07/23/01 07/31103 $24,933 100 w F Resigned 
lntercolleglate Athletlcs Assistant Coach Strength & 
Joseph, Michael Strength & Conditioning AC-11 Conditioning 09/03/01 06/20/03 $32,000 100 w M Resigned 
Intercollegiate Athletics Assistant Director Athletic 
Lucas, Matthew C. Promoting AC-11 External Affairs 09/27/99 06/13/03 $64,976 100 w M Resigned 
Alexander, Karla K. ICT-ATCS PT-09 tnstructlonal Technologlst II 06/03/02 08/01/03 $55,897 100 w F Resigned 
Senior Mental Health 
Harnlck, Pamela G. Counsellng PT-09 Counselor 09/11/00 08/15/03 $36,149 80 w F Resigned 
Cline, Karen CE Regional Programs PT-08 Project Coordinator 09/01/83 06/30/03 $42,893 100 w F Retirement 
-DATE· o,nber 16, 2003 EASTERN Ml . UNIVERSITY • JE 3 BOAF, IQRT FOR: 09/16/03 SE PARA TIO,--· AETIREMENTS RETIREMENTS/ ALPHAb•dlCAL LISTING WITHIN SEPARATIONS 
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN CLASS HIRE EMPLOYEE GROUP SEPARATION BASE % 
NAME DEPARTMENT RANK JOB TITLE DATE DATE SALARY APPT RACE SEX REASON 
Program Coordinator for 
lzokaills, Joseph Campus Life PT-07 Tech/Oper/Events 05/15/99 07/01/03 $33,875 100 w M Resigned 
lntercolleglate Athletic 
Michael, Andrea Training Room PT-07 Assistant Athletic Trainer 09/09/02 06/06/03 $32,960 100 w F Resigned 
Cochran, Thomas Residence Hall Prorate PT-06 Area Complex Director 07/19/99 06/30/03 $28,739 100 w M Resigned 
Roberts, Ericka Residence Hall Prorate PT-06 Area Complex Director 07/09/01 07/07/03 $27,089 100 B F Resigned 
Singleton, David F. Residence Hall Prorate PT-06 Area Complex Director 07/30/02 06/13/03 $27,089 100 B M Resigned 
I 
N 
-
Manager Aparts: Customer 
I 
Adams, Dawn Apartment Prorate PT-05 Relations Coordinator 10/05/98 06/29/03 $25,833 100 H F Resigned 
Smith, Joseph Publlc Safety Support CP-01 Officer Campus Pollce PB/25/98 05/31/003 $43,755 100 w M Resigned 
Admissions • Internal 
Clanton, Dana L. Operations CS-06 Customer Service Specialist 03/04/02 08/20/03 $28,482 100 B F Resigned 
Continuing Education - Customer Service 
Cresswell, Sarah Cambridge CS-05 Representative II 11/05/02 06/28/03 $26,118 100 A F Resigned 
Convocation Center Unsatisfactory 
Mlchalak,Garylyn Operations CS-05 Senior Secretary 02/24/03 06/09/03 $26, 118 100 w F Probation Period 
Mulvihill, Ann Undergraduate Studies CS-05 Senior Secretary 03/11/02 07/15/03 $26, 118 100 w F Resigned 
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NAME DEPARTMENT RANK JOB TITLE DATE DATE SALARY APPT RACE SEX REASON 
~ Administrative Support 
0 
..... Gundry, Susan Services • Mailroom CS-04 Secrelary II 09/24/90 07/01/03 $25,808 100 w F Retirement o· 
:::, 
Ci Continuing Educalion • Customer Service II) 
., McGill, Amanda Distance Educallon CS-04 Representative 08/20/00 06/29/03 $23,113 100 w F Resigned ., 
.... 
n, 
?, 
Miles, Andrea Management CS-04 Secretary II 09/06/98 06/27/03 $11,557 50 B F Resigned 
Convocalfon Center 
Wllllams, Verla Operations CS-04 Data Entry Clerk II 08/28/01 06/27/03 $23, 113 100 B F Resigned 
Administrative Support 
Bogarln, Ryan Services • Mallroom CS-03 Postal Clerk 10/18/00 05/27/03 $20,817 100 w M Resigned 
I 
v 
..., Facilities Maintenance 
I 
Phillpolls, Edward Custodial · Prorate FM-14 Worker 02/13/84 07/06/03 $32,510 100 B M Relirement 
Zajac, Jonathan Athletics Malnlenance FM-14 Facllilles Altendanl 04/30/00 06/30/03 $25,771 100 w M Laidoff 
Custodian/Housekeeper/ 
Schultz, Floyd Custodial Services FM-10 Group Leader 01/14/85 07/31/03 $30,722 100 w M Relirement 
Bass, Dennis Cuslodlal Services FM-06 Custodian 12/19/99 05/08/03 $27,726 100 B M Resigned 
Darrnofall, David Brown Munson Apt. FM-06 Custodian 09/08/70 07111/03 $29,557 100 w M Retirement 
lsenegger, Kyle Physical Plant FM-06 Custodian 05/19/02 06/04/03 $21,882 100 w M Discharged 
.6162M EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS 
Section 12 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board grant Emeritus 
Faculty Status to the seven former faculty members listed below. 
Albert Belskus 
Associate Professor, Department of Marketing from 1969 - 2003 
(34 years) 
Clayton Eshleman 
Professor, Department of English Language & Literature from 1986 - 2003 
(17 years) 
Frederick Hunter 
Professor, Department of Art from 1967 -2002 
(35 years) 
Twyla Mueller Racz 
Professor/Collection Development Librarian, University Library from 1967 - 2003 
(35 years) 
Marie Richmond-Abbott 
Professor, Department of Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology from 1974 - 2004 
(30 years) 
Jon Wooley 
Professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy from 1967 - 2003 
(36 years) 
Jay Yager 
Professor, Department of Art from 1968 - 2002 
(34 years) 
Motion Carried . 
. 6163M STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Section 13 
Regent Griffin moved and Regent Valvo seconded that the Agenda for September 16, 
2003, and the Minutes of June 17, 2003, be received and placed on file. 
Motion Carried. 
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FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Section 14 
Regent Brandon moved and Regent Valvo seconded that the Faculty Affairs 
Committee Agenda for September 16, 2003, and the Minutes of the March 18, 2003, meeting 
be received and placed on file. 
Motion Carried. 
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE 
Section 15 
Regent Valvo moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Educational Policies 
Agenda for September 16, 2003, and the minutes of the June 17, 2003, meeting be received 
and placed on file. 
l\fotion Carried. 
BOARD POLICIES RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL 
Section 16 
Regent Valvo recommended the eleven new policies, the deletion of two policies, and 
the revision of two others be tabled for further review. Regent Rothwell seconded the 
motion. The policies are listed on the following pages. 
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
NEW BOARD POLICIES 
Academic Personnel: 
Adjunct Faculty 
Academic Personnel: 
Visiting Faculty and Post-
Doctoral Faculty 
\' 
Consistent with best practices in higher education, 
this policy permits the University to offer honorific 
appointments as faculty affiliates of a department or 
program to individuals with appropri~te credentials. 
Such appointments do not make the individuals 
employees of the University, nor do the 
appointments give the individuals the right to teach 
courses. Instead, in instances where the University 
will benefit from affiliations with individuals of 
prominence and accomplishment within a field, 
departments may offer adjunct appointments. For 
instance, the political science department may 
appoint a judge as an adjunct faculty member; or 
the interior design program may invite a practicing 
architect to hold an adjunct appointment. If such 
individuals teach a course(s), they will be employed 
as lecturers for payroll purposes. However, one will 
not need to teach or perform other wage work for 
the University to hold an adjunct appointment. 
The purpose of this policy is to create categories of 
short-term professional employees at Eastern 
Michigan University. Visiting faculty are 
individuals who typically hold academic rank at 
another university and spend time, often while on 
leave, teaching at EMU. Currently, visiting faculty 
are hired as lecturers and are not assigned the rank 
and title they deserve. Visiting scientists and post-
doctoral faculty are individuals with appropriate 
terminal degrees who are employed by the 
University to work on specific research projects. In 
nearly all cases, such individuals are supported by 
external grant funding. All three employee 
categories have appointments limited to two years. 
This policy is consistent with best practices in 
doctoral-granting universities. 
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
NEW BOARD POLICIES 
Advertising, Sponsorships 
and Endorsements 
Catering Policy 
Electronic Mail as Official 
University 
Communication 
Licensing 
. \,. -~ 
The scope of this new policy reflects the variety of 
legitimate and worthwhile opportunities for 
sponsorship, advertising and promotion of 
University entities and their products and services. 
Further, the new policy clarifies that such 
advertising, sponsorships and promotions do not 
constitute, nor shall they be construed as 
constituting, University endorsement of any 
commercial product or service. 
This policy will ensure that the food service at all 
events on University property is of high quality and 
meets all local and state health as well as safety 
requirements. 
This policy establishes electronic mail as one 
additional method of providing notice or sending 
official communications to University constituents. 
Electronic mail is a very cost efficient and effective 
means of communication now that the underlying 
network and administrative structure are in place at 
Eastern Michigan University. 
This policy recognizes the EMU Board of Regents 
as "owners" of trademark and service mark 
registrations filed with the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office and the Michigan Secretary of 
State and reserves ownership of all such marks, 
logos, insignia or symbols associated with or 
referring to Eastern Michigan University. The 
policy also recognizes the authority of the 
University Licensing Office to administer a 
licensing program to protect the University's brand 
and fiscal reputation and to meet legal obligations 
associated with trademark registration. 
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
NEW BOARD POLICIES 
Printing and 
Reprographics 
Student Employment 
Grievance Policy 
This policy will ensure best practice for the creation 
of regulations, rules and procedures by various units 
of the University. It is imperative in governing an 
organization that affected persons have knowledge 
of, and ready access to, the rules of the 
organization. At present, Eastern Michigan 
University does not have a coherent, organized and 
accessible collection of the regulations of the 
various University units. These regulations affect 
numerous people outside the various University 
units and should be created, approved, organized 
and published in a manner that provides maximum 
access to the rules under which the University 
operates every day. 
This policy provides clarity for the University's 
position that all University or University-related 
printing, reprographic, design and collateral 
publishing services purchased with University funds 
or from accounts administered by the University 
will be processed through University Publications. 
Further, the policy identifies and prohibits 
inappropriate use of University materials. 
Both the student employment policy and the 
grievance procedures are outdated in terms of 
applicable legalities of student employment and 
cunent practices. In particular, the grievance 
process is cumbersome, provides minimal 
protection for student employees, does not provide a 
grievance process for graduate assistants and 
doctoral fellows and involves nonexistent staff 
positions in the process. Consequently, the current 
student employment grievance procedure has been 
rewritten as a new policy, separate from the student 
employment policy. This policy is consistent with 
other student-related processes pertaining to student 
conduct, student involuntary administrative 
withdrawals, grade grievances and sexual 
harassment, all of which have been established as 
Board policies that allow procedures for 
implementing each policy to be developed 
separately. 
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
NEW BOARD POLICIES 
University 
Communications 
University Marketing 
9/16/03 
This policy documents EMU's overall posture that 
all communications with media regarding official 
University business, statements or positions on 
relevant issues be issued through University 
Communications. The policy further establishes the 
Director for University Communications as the 
Official Spokesperson for the University and 
reflects a change in title for the Office from Public 
Information to University Communications. 
According to this policy, all materials representing 
the University must be of high quality, present 
EMU consistently and accurately, conform to policy 
approved by the Board of Regents and adhere to 
style and standards guidelines. Further, the policy 
reflects current practice that University Marketing 
and Communications has responsibility for the 
administration of this policy. 
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT: 
The University may invite individuals with appropriate qualifications to affiliate with a department 
of the University as an adjunct professor, associate professor or assistant professor. Such 
adjunct affiliations can be offered to individuals whose work with a University department 
significantly advances the academic mission of that department. Adjunct faculty are not 
employees of the University by virtue of this courtesy appointment, nor are they compensated by 
virtue of the appointment. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE: 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs is responsible for the approval of adjunct 
appointments upon recommendation of the departmental faculty, department head and dean. 
Rights and prerogatives of adjunct faculty will be outlined in administrative policies and practices 
promulgated by the provost. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION: 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs is responsible for the overall implementation, 
administration and interpretation of this policy. The assistant vice president for academic affairs is 
responsible for the daily administration of all academic personnel policies. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all adjunct faculty. 
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ACADEMIC PERSONNEL: VISITING FACULTY, VISITING 
SCIENTISTS AND POST-DOCTORAL FACULTY 
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT: 
It is the policy of the University to appoint visiting faculty, visiting scientists and post-doctoral 
faculty to supplement its workforce of regular tenure-track and tenured faculty. Such individuals 
must hold a terminal degree, and the appointments are of a temporary nature. Offers of 
employment do not become effective until the Board of Regents approves the appointment. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE: 
The provost makes final recommendations to the Board of Regents for all regular faculty 
appointments. All employing departments are responsible for properly informing any "new 
employee," whom they wish to bring into the job prior to the Board of Regents' approval, that such 
employment is subject to the final approval of the Board. 
The position of visiting professor, visiting associate professor or visiting assistant professor 
normally will be offered only to those who hold rank as a faculty member at another college or 
university. Visiting scientists and post-doctoral faculty normally work on externally supported 
research projects. 
No individual may hold a position as a visiting faculty member, visiting scientist or post-doctoral 
faculty member for more than two years. 
Conditions of employment for visiting faculty members, visiting scientists and post-doctoral faculty 
members are administered in accordance with policies and practices promulgated by the provost. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION: 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs is responsible for the overall implementation, 
administration and interpretation of this policy. The assistant vice president for academic affairs is 
responsible for the daily administration of all academic personnel policies. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all visiting faculty members, visiting scientists and post-doctoral faculty 
members of the University. 
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UNIVERSITY MARKETING, 
COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTING AND 
REPROGRAPHICS, COPYRIGHT, 
ADVERTISING AND LICENSING 
Issue 
Page 1 of 2 
ADVERTISING, SPONSORSHIPS AND ENDORSEMENTS 
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
In order to protect its reputation, ensure the integrity of its publications and venues and limit its 
liability as a consequence of advertising, Eastern Michigan University reserves the right to 
determine the nature and scope of advertising about the University, who may advertise and what 
they may advertise in EMU publications or on EMU venues. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
OUTBOUND ADVERTISING -All advertising by University departments, except classified 
advertising for employment, must be approved by University Marketing prior to placement. 
Departments must follow all University regulations regarding the purchasing of goods and 
services. 
INBOUND ADVERTISING, SPONSORSHIPS ENDORSEMENTS - The University recognizes 
that many of its activities provide potential sources of revenue through legitimate and worthwhile 
opportunities for advertising, sponsorships and promotion of entities and their products and 
services. 
EMU produces a variety of publications and maintains other venues for advertising. Certain 
publications/venues are more appropriate for advertising than others. As a general rule, 
advertising in/on alumni publications, event publications, sports venues and promotional products 
and giveaways (with licensing approval} is appropriate. Advertising in student recruitment 
literature, WWW pages, academic materials and official publications such as the graduate and 
undergraduate catalog is inappropriate. 
Individuals and/or departments seeking to sell space or enter into financial sponsorships of 
publications/other venues must have prior approval from the University Marketing and 
Communications Office. Products that are co-branded with University marks must have licensing 
approval. 
No official University publication or statement and no activity carried out in the name of the 
University or by any individual officially acting on behalf of the University shall constitute or be 
construed as a University endorsement of any commercial product or service. Further, 
sponsorship and advertising consistent with this policy are not intended and shall not be deemed 
to constitute the University's endorsement of related commercial products or services. 
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Chapter Name Chapter No. Page 
UNIVERSITY MARKETING, 
COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTING AND 
REPROGRAPHICS, COPYRIGHT, 
ADVERTISING AND LICENSING 
Page 2 of 2 
ADVERTISING, SPONSORSHIPS AND ENDORSEMENTS 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The executive director for university marketing and communications is responsible for 
management of this policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
The policy applies to all University employees and external vendors who have 
advertising/sponsorship contracts with the University. 
WEMU and Student Media publishing under the guidelines of the University Student Media Board 
are exempt from this policy. 
r111N@lil'M:i·iiilAMI~ 
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
University Dining Services will provide food services for all University-sponsored events and 
events sponsored by external groups using University facilities. University Dining Services may 
grant approvals for appropriate off-campus vendors to provide food service when it does not have 
the capacity to meet the request or there are special circumstances that warrant an exception. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
University Dining Services is a comprehensive self-operated, self-sustaining program including 
contract and cash sales, concessions and catering that incorporates several national branded 
and franchised food vendors. In almost all cases Dining Services is able to meet the needs of the 
University community. When that is not possible or there are circumstances that warrant an 
exception, procedures are in place to utilize qualified local vendors with approval from Dining 
Services. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The vice president for student affairs is responsible for the overall implementation, administration 
and interpretation of the policy. The director of dining services is responsible for the daily 
administration of this policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all University employees and students who utilize Eastern Michigan 
University facilitie~ and/or University funds for events/programs where food service is provided 
and by all external groups using University facilities. Employees and students using EMU 
satellite facilities are exempt from this policy. 
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ELECTRONIC MAIL AS OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATION 
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
Eastern Michigan University shall maintain one official electronic mail (e-mail) system for all 
students, faculty, staff and other members of the University community. The electronic mail 
system shall be selected, implemented and administered by the Information and Communications 
Technology Division. Electronic mail sent from an authorized University person or agent to a 
University electronic mail address is designated as one method for transmitting official University 
communications from the University to the authorized electronic mail account holder. Unless 
otherwise provided by law, electronic mail is not sufficient for transmitting official communication 
to the University. 
All members of the University community, including, without limitation, students, faculty and staff 
are responsible for activating and maintaining their University electronic mail accounts and for 
accepting and reviewing official University electronic mail sent to their accounts. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
The Information and Communications Technology Division shall establish regulations and 
procedures for the creation, acceptable use, termination, reinstatement and regulation of 
electronic mail accounts for members of the University community and other appropriate persons 
or entities. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The chief information officer shall cause this policy to be implemented. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy shall apply to all members of the University community, including students, faculty, 
staff and University units. 
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UNIVERSITY MARKETING, 
COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTING AND 
REPROGRAPHICS, COPYRIGHT, 
ADVERTISING AND LICENSING 
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
The trademarks of Eastern Michigan University are the exclusive property of the Eastern 
Michigan University Board of Regents, in accordance with the trademark and service mark 
registrations filed with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the Michigan Secretary of State. 
The University reserves ownership of any trademark, service mark, logo, insignia, seal design or 
other symbol or device associated with or referring to Eastern Michigan University. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
To protect its brand and fiscal reputation and meet legal obligations associated with trademark 
registration, the University has established the Trademark Licensing Office. 
Persons or businesses wishing to use University marks commercially must enter into a licensing 
agreement. The University issues non-exclusive licenses. 
University departments, registered student organizations or individuals wishing to use University 
marks for non-commercial use must obtain prior approval from the Trademark Licensing Office. 
A registered student organization wishing to use University marks for commercial purposes, 
where all sales revenues will be deposited in the organization's account, may apply for a limited, 
non-royalty license. 
University Licensing must approve the development of all logos independent of the University 
logo to represent individual administrative entities. 
University marks cannot be used in association with political fundraising or campaigns. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The executive director for university marketing and communications is responsible for 
administering this policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all faculty, staff, students, external businesses and individuals seeking to 
use University marks. 
'iiltti@l&IIM:M@ffiMI~ I 
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
All University policies must be approved by The Board of Regents of Eastern Michigan University. 
A University policy is defined by all of the following: a) has broad application throughout the 
University; b) helps to ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations, promotes 
operational efficiencies, enhances the university's mission or reduces institutional risks; and c) 
mandates actions or constraints and articulates desired outcomes. 
The University administration may enact statements of procedure which prescribe specific actions 
to be taken to conform to established University policies, allowing for the orderly implementation 
of those policies. Further, the University administration shall establish a uniform method and 
format for the enactment, publication and periodic review of University policies and procedures. 
The University administration is authorized to enact, implement and enforce, without Board of 
Regents approval, appropriate executive orders, administrative policies and divisional, college, 
departmental, office or local operating rules and regulations. These administrative executive 
orders, policies, rules and regulations shall not conflict with University policy. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
The Board of Regents has delegated authority to the president to manage the University and to 
implement University policies and procedures. While all University policies must be approved by 
the University's Board of Regents, University procedures are approved by the president's cabinet. 
Approved University policies are placed in the University's Policy Manual and approved University 
procedures are placed in the University's Procedures Manual. The president of the University 
shall be responsible for issuing and enforcing appropriate executive orders. The president and 
cabinet shall be responsible for approving all administrative policies. The head of each university 
division shall be responsible for developing and implementing a process for the approval, 
implementation and enforcement of intra-divisional operating rules and regulations. Where an 
intra-divisional rule or regulation impacts the operations of another University division, college, 
department or office, appropriate notice of the rule or regulation shall be provided to the affected 
division, college, department or office. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The president, vice presidents and other division heads shall be responsible for implementation of 
this policy. 
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SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy is applicable to the development, approval and implementation of all University 
policies and procedures, and all administrative executive orders, policies, rules and regulations. 
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
University Publications exists to provide printing, reprographic, design and collateral publishing 
services to the EMU community and to obtain copyright permission from publishers to reproduce 
custom professor compiled course packs for classroom use. All University or University-related 
printing, reprographic, design and collateral publishing services that are to be purchased with 
University funds or University administered accounts are handled by University Publications. Use 
of University stationery or business cards or other official University trademarks or documents 
may be used for academic and professional activities which are related to an employee's or 
faculty member's University employment. However, use of University stationery or business 
cards or other University trademarks or documents to further an individual's private business 
interests or to express political or personal viewpoints is expressly forbidden. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
Requests for printing, reprographics, design and collateral publishing services are submitted to 
University Publications along with an approved and properly completed University requisition. 
University Publications will provide for requested services or will prepare and submit to the 
University Purchasing Office a bid for the purchase of such services. University Publications is 
the designated vendor for reprographics. In the event the department is unable to handle a 
request, it may authorize departments to submit material directly to University-approved vendors. 
All material, except for the following, must be approved in advance by University Marketing: 
• Materials produced for classroom or educational use. 
• Materials produced for scholarly publications and presentations. 
• Advertisements for employment positions. 
• Materials intended only for on-campus distribution. 
• Material produced by student organizations (unless it bears a University mark). 
• Material produced by student media. 
• Routine forms. 
• Correspondence. 
University Publications manages the cost-per-copy program. All requests for copy machines are 
administered through University Publications. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The executive director for university marketing and communications is responsible for 
administering this policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all university employees. 
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
Eastern Michigan University recognizes that misunderstandings may sometimes arise in the 
administration of its student employment policies. It is the policy of the University to provide 
student employees, graduate assistants and doctoral fellows with a formal process for resolving 
disagreements with their campus employer in order to provide all members of the University 
community with a positive and supportive work environment. The underlying intent of the policy is 
to encourage the resolution of any grievance at the lowest possible level of intervention. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
The following University practices will be used to implement this policy: 
1. Procedures developed under the Student Employment Grievance Policy provide a means 
of informal resolution for a student employment issue as well as a formal resolution 
process. 
2. The first step of the formal resolution process includes separate procedures for handling 
issues raised by student employees versus those brought forward by graduate assistants 
and doctoral fellows. 
3. The procedures to be followed under this policy will be provided to students in a variety of 
venues, including a Student Employment Grievance Procedures handout, publication in 
the Student Handbook and posting to a number of appropriate Division of Student Affairs 
departmental websites. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The vice president for student affairs is responsible for the overall implementation, administration 
and interpretation of the policy. The director of the career services center, the associate dean of 
the graduate school, and the director of student judicial services are responsible for the daily 
administration of this policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all students working in on-campus student employment positions, to 
graduate assistants and to doctoral fellows who are not covered by an established grievance 
procedure within their own work area. 
rilllMHIM:l·iiffiAM:~ 
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UNIVERSITY MARKETING, 
COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTING AND 
REPROGRAPHICS, COPYRIGHT, 
ADVERTISING AND LICENSING 
Issue 
UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS 
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
Page 1 of 1 
All external communications regarding official University business with the news media via official 
university news releases, telephone contacts and computer, fax or e-mail transmissions will be 
issued through the University Communications Office. The Sports Information Office will issue 
releases relating to University athletics. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
University Communications serves as the liaison between the University and the local and 
national news media: newspapers, radio and television stations, magazines, specialty 
publications and wire services. The staff initiates and assists news coverage of University events, 
provides media training, schedules press conferences and consults with individuals and 
departments regarding news opportunities. University Communications also manages the 
University's internal communications program and maintains the University Calendar. The 
director for university communications serves as Official Spokesperson for the University. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The executive director for university marketing and communications is responsible for 
administering this policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all University employees. 
ri@Udlii#lfiii·i\i·iiilAl·i,~ 
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UNIVERSITY MARKETING, 
COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTING AND 
REPROGRAPHICS, COPYRIGHT, 
ADVERTISING AND LICENSING 
Issue 
UNIVERSITY MARKETING 
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
Page 1 of 2 
To ensure that all communications representing the University are of high quality, present EMU 
consistently and accurately, conform to policy approved by the Board of Regents and adhere to 
style and standards guidelines, it is University policy that they be reviewed and approved by 
University Marketing and Communications unless otherwise specified by the executive director 
for university marketing and communications or the president. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
University marketing and communications develops and maintains comprehensive style and 
standards guidelines and reviews and approves material covered by this policy. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The Executive Director for Marketing and Communication is responsible for management of this 
policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all University employees and students. Communications that utilize the 
name Eastern Michigan University, are paid for by University funds or funds administered through 
a University account and are intended for off-campus distribution are subject to this policy. These 
include: 
• Publications, including those requiring no or partial editorial or design services, reprints or 
revisions of previously produced publications; publications produced by means of desktop 
publishing; and initial formats and editorial style for newsletters directed toward off-campus 
audiences. 
• Promotional print and broadcast advertising. 
• Deviations from standard EMU letterhead or business card design. Letterhead and business 
cards representing EMU must be approved regardless of where they are printed or who pays 
for them. 
• Videos, CD-ROM's or DVDs representing the University. 
• Web sites. 
• Press releases. 
The following are exempt from this p~licy: 
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Chapter Name Chapter No. Page 
UNIVERSITY MARKETING, 
COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTING AND 
REPROGRAPHICS, COPYRIGHT, 
ADVERTISING AND LICENSING 
• Materials produced for classroom or educational use. 
• Materials produced for scholarly publications and presentations. 
• Advertisements for employment positions. 
• Materials intended only for on-campus distribution. 
Page 2 of 2 
• Material produced by student organizations (unless it bears a University mark). 
• Material produced by student media. 
• Routine forms. 
• Correspondence. 
• Press releases distributed through Sports Information. 
fi11111EiiliMll·iiilAMI~ 
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
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University Advertising The policy as currently written is out-of-date and 
should be deleted. Relevant principles should be 
integrated into the new policy labeled, "Advertising, 
Sponsorship and Endorsements." 
Official University This policy should be deleted and a) the content 
Publications dealing with review of publications should be 
integrated into the new policy, "University 
Marketing," and b) the content dealing with the 
creation/revision of policies should be incorporated 
in the new "Policy on Policies." 
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT: 
All major advertising by a University department, except classified advertisements placed by the 
Personnel Office or periodic advertisements of University activities such as plays or concerts, 
must be placed through the University Publications Office and must be approved by the director 
of University Publications or his or her designee. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE: 
~Jo advertisement may be released to a vendor until the following conditions are met: 
1.AII University regulations regarding purchasing of goods and services must be followed. 
2,A purchase order number must be on file in the University Pl:lblications Office. 
3.'Nritten approval of the director of Admissions, or his or her designee, must be obtained for 
all advertisements relating to the recrl:litment of students to the University for classes or 
workshops on or off campus for credit or non credit. 
The director of University Publications will be responsible for notifying the president of the 
University of all major market advertising campaign plans, including display advertising in major 
market newspapers, an television advertising and major market radio advertising, prior to 
authorizing any staff work on the project. 
In the event this policy is violated and advertising is done w1thout the approval of the University 
Publications Office, the Purchasing Department will notify the president of the University and the 
director of University Publications for resolution. 
Minutes of the Board of Regents, August 19, 1970; para .. 913M. 
Minutes of the Board of Regents, February 20, 1980; para .. 2204M. 
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Before any publication of any office or department of the University (such as the University 
Catalogs, Student Guidebook, Residence Hall Handbook, Class Schedules, Student Activities 
Manual, etc.) is sent to a printer, it shall be submitted to the secretary of the Board of Regents. 
The secretary shall cause the content of such publication to be examined for its conformanQS to 
policy as has been approved by the Board of Regents. Should instances be found where the 
publication as prepared is in part in conflict with policy as approved by the Board of Regents, the 
secretary shall request the preparing office or department to comply with the policy, as adopted, 
or to proceed with obtaining policy changes prior to publication. 
Nothing in the above procedure shall limit the authority of the various offices and departments of 
the University to establish and cause to be published procedures necessary to the successful 
implementation of University policy as made or approved by the Board of Regents. Nor is the 
above policy intended as a limitation on the authority of the various offices and departments of 
the University to establish and publish policy or procedure in its area of concern where the Board 
of Regents has not previously spoken. 
Should a new publication contain new policy or procedure pr revision of existing policy or 
procedure within the authority of the preparing office to establish or revise and in the event that a 
manual of existing policies, rules and regulations shall have been established, the secretary of 
the Board of Regents shall cause to be prepared and issued such revisions or additions to the 
manual as shall be necessary to maintain the manual as an accurate compilation of the policies, 
rules and regulations of Eastern Michigan University. Any issue raised under the provisions 
hereof and the action taken thereon shall be reported to the Board of Regents at the next official 
Board meeting. 
Minutes of the Board of Regents, August 19, 1970; para .. 919M 
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
REVISED BOARD POLICIES 
6.1.1 Degrees, Certificates and 
Requirements for 
Graduation 
6.2.1 Degree Requirements 
9/16/03 
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Currently, the Board policy on these topics is 
extremely long, spelling out in some detail a 
number of degree and certification requirements 
that are, in practice, obsolete. In addition, many 
procedural elements are inappropriately included in 
the policy itself. These revisions reserve for the 
Board of Regents the sole authority to approve and 
confer specific degrees. The revised policy also 
establishes the University Catalog as the official 
document describing requirements for graduation 
and for earning specific majors, minors and 
certificates. 
The current Board policy contains procedural 
information about such topics as attendance, class 
schedules, standard course load, student report of 
illness, credits, withdrawal from class, grades, pass-
fail option, textbooks, progress reports, faculty 
office hours, final examinations, scholarship index, 
classification, academic distinction, academic 
retention and dismissal, readmission, withdrawals 
from the University, auditing of courses, honors 
program/courses, etc. This information more 
appropriately belongs in an official document that is 
updated frequently and is easily accessible. The 
revised policy delegates to the president the 
authority to create academic administrative policies, 
procedures, and requirements with faculty input. 
The revised policy also designates the University 
Catalog as the official repository of information 
about academic programs and degree requirements. 
Responsibility for updating and maintaining the 
Catalog rests with the provost who shall consult 
with faculty on changes to any academic policy, 
procedure or requirement. 
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DEGREES, CERTIFICATES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GRADUATION 
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT 
The Board of Regents of Eastern Michigan University, on recommendation of the president and 
the faculty, confers the following degrees: 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Doctor of Education 
Specialist in Arts 
Master of Arts 
Master of Science 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Business Education 
Master of Fine Arts 
Master of Liberal Studies 
Master of Occupational Therapy 
Master of Public Administration 
Master of Social Work 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Business Education 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Bachelor of Music Education 
Bachelor of Art Education 
Bachelor of Music 
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Bachelor of Music Therapy 
DEGREES, CERTIFICATES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GRADUATION 
All new degrees, majors, minors and certificates must be approved by the Board of Regents. 
The Eastern Michigan University Catalog is the official document describing the requirements for 
graduation and for earning specific majors, minors and certificates. Each student is responsible 
for the fulfillment of the requirements of the Eastern Michigan University catalog in force at the 
time of his or her initial registration at a college or university or a subsequent catalog including the 
one in effect at the time of his or her graduation. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs will ensure that the University Catalog 
contains all of the requirements, policies and procedures for earning degrees from the University. 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs will consult with the faculty before 
implementing changes in requirements. 
The official University Catalog will be maintained on the University's web site and will be updated 
annually. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs is responsible for implementing this policy. 
SCOPE OF COVERAGE 
This policy applies to all students and all degree programs offered by the University. 
Authority for Creation or Revision 
Minutes of the State Board of Education, June 9, 1960. 
Minutes of the Board of Regents, March 19, 1969; para .. 763M. 
Minutes of the Board of Regents, March 19, 1980; para .. 2214M 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS AND 
REQUIREMENTS 
POLICY 
The Board of Regents delegates to the president the authority to create administrative policies, 
procedures and requirements for academic programs at the University. Such policies, 
procedures and requirements will be implemented after consultation with the faculty. 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE 
The University Catalog shall be the official document containing all administrative policies, 
procedures and requirements for academic programs. In addition to course descriptions and 
specific degree requirements, the Catalog shall contain certain policies on academic matters such 
as continuance requirements, grading, the academic calendar and withdrawal from classes. 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs shall be responsible for the University 
Catalog. The provost shall consult with the faculty on changes to any academic policy, procedure 
or requirement. 
RESONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The provost and vice president for academic affairs is responsible for implementation of this 
policy. 
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE: 
This policy applies to all academic programs of the University. 
Minutes of the Board of Regents, October 18, 1978; para. .1997M. 
Minutes of the Board of Regents, March 17, 1998; para. .5352M. 
Motion Carried. 
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FINANCE COMMITTEE 
Section 17 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Working Agenda for 
September 16, 2003 and the minutes of the June 17, 2003, Finance Committee meeting be 
received and placed on file. 
Motion Carried. 
Section 18 
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION AS OF 
JUNE 30, 2003 AND 2002 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board receive and place 
on file the University's audited 2002-03 Financial Statements. 
Motion Carried. 
Section 19 
REPORT: OMB CIRCULAR A-133 SUPPLEMENTARY 
FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 6/30/2003 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board receive and place 
on file the OMB Circular A-133 Supplementary Financial Reports for the year ended June 
30, 2003. 
Motion Carried. 
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Section 20 
REPORT: 2003 GENERAL FUND BUDGET 
MANAGEMENT REPORT 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the General Fund Budget 
Management Report be accepted and placed on file and that funding authorization in the 
amount of $5,976,979 be approved for outstanding obligations, commitments, encumbrances, 
and provisions. 
Motion Carried. 
2003 GENERAL FEE REPORT 
Section 21 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the 2003 General Fee 
Report be placed on file. 
Motion Carried. 
Section 22 
2003 AUXILIARY FUND BUDGET 
MANAGEMENT REPORT 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Valvo seconded that that 2003 Auxiliary Fund 
Budget Management Report be accepted and placed on file. 
Motion Carried. 
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Section 23 
TIAA-CREF CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT AND 
RECORDKEEPING AGREEMENTS 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board authorize the 
University to enter into a Custodial Account and Recordkeeping Agreement for a 403(b) Plan 
- Defined Contribution Retirement Plan, a Custodial Account and Recordkeeping Agreement 
for Governmental Non-Trusteed457(b) Plan, and a Custodial Account and Recordkeeping 
Agreement for a 403(b) Plan-Tax Deferred Annuity Plan with TIAA-CREF Individual & 
Institutional Services, Inc. 
Motion Carried. 
ELECTION OF BOARD OFFICER 
Section 24 
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Board appoint John 
Beaghan as Interim Treasurer to the Board of Regents. 
Motion Carried. 
MEETING ADJOURNED 
Regent Incarnati moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Regular Meeting of the 
Board of Regents be adjourned at 2:13 p.m. The next meeting of the Board of Regents will 
be December 2, 2003 in Room 201, Welch Hall. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Danae. ymo 
Secretary to the Board of Regents 
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